GPSG Competition – Call for Papers

Innovative Approaches to the Study of Greek Society and Politics
The Greek Politics Specialist Group is pleased to announce the launch of its latest paper
competition. We invite submissions on any aspect of Greek society, government, policies or
politics. The theme of this year’s competition is Innovative Approaches to the Study of
Greek Society and Politics. Therefore, emphasis will be placed on innovation, excellence,
engagement and impact - whether through an innovative research design, methodology or
technique; advanced thinking and scholarship; ground-breaking argumentation; or impact on
academia, politics and communities.
Papers can be of a scholarly, conceptual, experimental, comparative, investigative, applied or
even practical nature, including research proposals, interim reports, work in progress and
preliminary findings, as long as they feature a robust rationale, clear objectives and
appropriate outputs that advance our understanding or engagement with Greek society and
politics.
A panel of judges will evaluate submissions based on these criteria and award three prizes:
1st prize:

€300

2nd prize:

€200

3rd prize:

€100

The winning papers will also be published as part of the GPSG Working Paper series. This
scheme allows authors to retain copyright on their papers so as to rework and publish them
in academic journals and books, as long as that does not affect the GPSG’s right to retain the
submitted version of paper as part of its Working Paper series in perpetuity.
Submission details
Deadline for the submission of papers – 18 September 2015
Email address and for further inquiries – papers@gpsg.org.uk
Format – please follow the guidelines detailed below

GPSG Paper Competition template
Paper Title:
Paper Subtitle:
Author Name:
Job title / Position:
Department or Faculty or School:
University or Organisation:
Abstract (max 200 words):
5-8 Keywords:
Author Bio (50-100 words):
For the core body of the article:
Please use Arial font, size 12, single-spaced, leaving a line’s space between paragraphs,
with headed/numbered sections
References:
Please use the Harvard system:
Surname, Initial (Year), “Journal article title”, Journal title, Vol: Issue, pp.
Surname, Initial (Year), Book title, City: Publisher
Surname, Initial (Year), “Chapter title” in Names of editors (eds), Book title, City: Publisher,
pp.

Author Email:

